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Letter from the Chairman 

D 
ear members, 

This last weekend the weather has been 

frosty and cold, but the blue skies have made 

a welcome change. I am sure the daylight 

hours are creeping forward at last. Despite single figure temperatures (ºC) 

there has been enough warmth in the sun to draw bees out foraging. I was 

watching a couple of them gather nectar from mahonia bushes in the garden 

just this afternoon. 

There is very little active beekeeping to be done at present, instead, the 

conditions are much more conducive to preparing equipment or reading up 

on things to improve this coming season. Over the past year many 

Warwickshire beekeepers have been working through parts of the BBKA 

modular study scheme. 

Those that have taken and passed the corresponding examinations are 

awarded a certificate. Basic Assessment certificates are presented at the local 

branch meetings, but all the others are presented at our County Annual 

General Meeting. If you have passed a module exam in the last year please 

join us on March 25th at BBKA Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park to receive 

your certificate and congratulations from our President on behalf your fellow 

beekeepers.  

 

Best Wishes, 
David Blower 

Chairman 

Cover photo by Jaesung An from Pixabay 
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ON-LINE AND IN COLOUR  

Log In at warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk to view this 

newsletter and many others 

Please contact your Branch Secretary to obtain the password 

Please Note 

Items appearing in WB 
are not necessarily the 
view of  either the 
editor or Warwickshire 
Beekeepers Association 

Editor’s 
Letter 

Spring is just around the corner and beekeepers’ 

downtime is nearly over. Hopefully most of you are now 

well equipped, well rested and most of all fully energised 

for the season’s start. 

It is great to see so many of our branches running courses 

to introduce more individuals to beekeeping and to see 

the events slowly ramping up. Soon we will see the BBKA 

Spring Convention, training of additional beekeeping 

modules and even more exciting talks from fellow 

beekeepers and experts. 

I look forward to receiving and sharing your updates and 

activities for a fruitful season to come! 

 

Yours, 

Katerina Prokopiou 

Do you have an 

idea,  story or 

wonderful 

photographs 

to share? 

 

Please share them 

with your Editor 

at 

wbeditor@wbka.

org.uk 

http://www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
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What’s On 2020 

February 
  

4 Social Evening, Sutton Coldfield 

Park House,  

Sutton Park 

 

 

4 19:30 Branch AGM, Nuneaton & 
Atherstone 

Hatters Space Community 
Centre, Nuneaton 

 

 

10 Branch AGM and Talk, Solihull 

The AGM will be followed by ‘The 
BBKA Apiary’ by Andrew & Sarah 
Heath. 

Colin Pavey will also be updating us 
on the Asian Hornet 

Methodist 
Hall, Blossomfield Road, 
Solihull B91 1LG  

 

 

10 Branch Meeting, Shipston-on-
Stour 

All WBKA Members are welcome 
to attend! 

The Cherington Arms, 
CV36 5HS 

  

13 Branch AGM, Warwick & 
Leamington 

 

 

16-
17 

Beginner’s Beekeeping Course, 
Coventry 

  

17 19:30—21:00 Branch AGM, 
Coventry 

Branch AGM followed by an update 
and discussion about the new 
branch training apiary.  

All Saints Church Hall, 
Allesley, Coventry,  
CV5 9EQ   

  

20 Branch AGM, Sutton Coldfield 

Erdington Methodist Centre 

 

 

28 19:30 BDBKA Annual General 
Meeting , Birmingham 

BAYC, 
Pershore Road  

 

 

29 Introduction to Beekeeping ,  
Rugby 

Course runs on the 29th of 
February and 7th of March 2020 
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March 

3 Social Evening, Sutton Coldfield 

Park House,  

Sutton Park 

  

7 Introduction to Beekeeping ,  
Rugby 

Course runs on the 29th of 
February and 7th of March 2020 

  

9 Branch Meeting, Shipston-on-
Stour 

All WBKA Members are welcome 
to attend! 

The Cherington Arms, 
CV36 5HS 

  

14 9:00 - 16.30, Bee TradeX 

If you are an experienced or 
novice beekeeper there will be 
plenty to interest you and 
encourage you in your hobby or 
livelihood.  

NAEC Stoneleigh, Hall H2, 
CV8 2LG  

  

16 19:30—21:00 Branch Meting, 
Coventry 

Talk by David Blower (TBC) 

All Saints Church Hall, 
Allesley, Coventry,  
CV5 9EQ   

  

19 Branch Meeting, Sutton 
Coldfield 

‘Finding The Lady- A Game but 
You Can Stack The Odds’ by Bob 
Gilbert 
Erdington Methodist Centre 

  

27 19:30 Branch Meeting , 
Birmingham 

Speaker TBC 

BAYC, 
Pershore Road 
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BBKA Annual Delegates Meeting (ADM) 2020 
WBKA Delegate’s Report—11Januray 2020 

The 2018/19 Accounts showed a small surplus for the fourth year running; there 

is no rise in capitation for the 2020/21 year. A great deal of work by trustees and 

staff had gone into the BBKA now being able to operate as a Charitable 

Incorporated Organisation (CIO).  

Building works have started at Stoneleigh where the BBKA is committed to 

becoming a Centre of Excellence. Presentations were made to Tyneside for 

having most members (proportionately) passing the Basic and to Yorkshire for 

having its members passing the most Modules. 

My task as WBKA delegate was to vote on the various propositions tabled by 

AAs, plus the Trustee elections in accordance with the wishes of our eight 

Branches as ‘consolidated’ by our County Secretary. With several of the 

propositions I was mandated to cast my vote based on the debate which took 

place at the meeting. 

In the event, 6 of the 15 propositions were withdrawn on the day and the others 

went the way Warwickshire / I voted.  The results of the voting will be 

documented in full in a subsequent BBKA News, but the most debated were the 

propositions concerning proxy voting. This was, and will continue to be, allowed 

to cater for last minute illnesses and the possibility of inclement weather causing 

problems with the physical presence / numbers of delegates necessary to arrive 

at the quorum required for the meeting.   

67/73 Area Associations Attended 

24,400 BBKA Members Represented 

“6 of the 15 propositions were withdrawn and 
the others went the way Warwickshire voted” 
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The result of a ‘one vote per Delegate’ vote can be challenged by a request for a 

‘Member vote’, where voting power resides in the number of members AAs 

represent. 

At this ADM, for the second year running, the delegates’ vote that Ladington and 

District BKA be admitted as an AA in its own right, was overturned by such a 

challenge. Several smaller AA’s were outraged at this. The spokesperson 

for Ladington had given a good account of the branch’s exemplary beekeeping 

activities and interaction with the local communities, citing the difficulty of 

geographical distance from Thanet BKA as the reason for wanting to 

be recognised in its own right. 

Two propositions were related to the 

UK becoming a member of Apimondia  – 

the bi-annual world beekeeping 

conference. The main challenge is that 

membership cannot be granted to the 

BBKA / England alone; Wales, Scotland 

and Northern Ireland have to be ‘on 

board’ too. Discussions are currently taking place, and, with the Bee Farmers, it 

is hoped that the four countries making up the UK will apply for and achieve 

membership in the not too distant future.  We have a lot to offer the world of 

beekeeping. 

The meeting’s business was ably conducted by Margaret Murdin, the BBKA 

President, who was warmly thanked for all that she had done during her tenure 

before handing her chain of office to Margaret Wilson. 

As was the case last year, I feel confident that the BBKA is in good hands with 

proper attention being be paid to the running of the CIO by a well-

qualified volunteer Executive, supported by great Office staff.  

Douglas Nethercleft  

“It is hoped that the UK will 
achieve membership to 
Apimondia—the bi-annual 
world beekeeping 
conference” 
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Introduction to Beekeeping Course 2020 
Run by Shipston Beekeepers 

Our successful two-day “Introduction to Beekeeping” course will be run again in 

2020 over the weekend of 25th and 26th April 2020. 

The course offers individuals the opportunity to spend the weekend in the 

company of our experienced beekeepers getting first-hand experience and 

knowledge on everything regarding bees and beekeeping.  

Course cost:- £55 per person, £90 per couple. Refreshments included 

If you or your friends are interested and would like to join our course, please 
enrol online at www.sbka.org.uk/training. For any enquiries please contact our 
secretary via email at secretary@sbka.org.uk.  

Saturday 
25 April 2020 

9:30 – 16:00, Brailes Village Hall OX15 5AS 

Day 1: Theory - How a honeybee colony works; the beekeeping year; 
how to get started; essential equipment; harvesting your honey and 
wax. 

  

Sunday 
26 April 2020 

10:30 – 14:30, Club Apiary OX15 5HZ 

Day 2: Practical - siting an apiary; assembling hive parts; apiary safety; 
inspecting a honeybee colony / handling bees (weather permitting) 
Bee suits provided. 

http://www.sbka.org.uk/training
mailto:secretary@sbka.org.uk
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CONFERENCE 

ASIAN HORNET Vespa Velutina nigrithorax 

The National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire,CV8 2LG 

10am- 4pm, Saturday 8th February 2020 

 

This conference is FREE and for all Asian Hornet Team Leaders or representatives 
from Area Associations. 

 

Initially there will be an opportunity for two representatives from each 
Association area but if requested more individuals may be able to attend, it is 
dependent on the maximum numbers in the hall. Regional Bee Inspectors are 
also invited. 

The purpose of the conference is to learn more about Asian Hornets and the 
current research, examine the experience during 2019 and develop a way 
forward considering suggestions from those involved in incidents: Nigel 
Semmence, Sandra Gray (NBI) and Belinda Philipson (Defra Policy) will update 
the conference on the current position and also answer questions during the 
conference. Steve Martin will be sharing his knowledge about Asian Hornets and 
Xesus Feas will share his experience and research about the Asian Hornets in 
Portugal. 

 

If you would like to attend please send your name, email address and Association 
name to Liz.Leddy@ bbka.org.uk at the BBKA office to book a place. 

 

Initially each Association can register two representatives but please apply and 
join the waiting list if you would like to attend. We will book a larger hall for the 
conference if numbers indicate it is required. 

This is a chance to influence the development of policy surrounding the 
elimination of non native Asian Hornets in the UK. It will also be an opportunity 
to share best practice with other team leaders. 

I look forward to hearing from you 

Anne Rowberry 

mailto:Liz.Leddy@bbka.org.uk?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20attend%20the%20Asian%20Hornet%20Conference
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INGREDIENTS 

20oz Rolled Oats 

 2oz Demerara Sugar 

 2oz Sunflower Seeds 

 4oz Wheatgerm 

½ cup Sunflower Oil 

¾ cup Runny Honey 

Pinch of Salt 

 

 

1. Mix ingredients together and 
spread thinly over baking sheets 
(must be spread thinly so it doesn’t 
stick together). 

2. Bake in a SLOW oven for an hour. 

3. When cool, mix in ½ cup of dried 
fruit of your choice. 

4. Can be kept in an airtight container 
for several days 

Enjoy, Denise 

Recipe from 

Gloucestershire 

Beekeepers 

Recipe Book! 

Homemade Granola 
 

SERVES 4 PREP TIME 5 mins COOK TIME 1 hour EASY 
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Chronicles of a Novice Beekeeper 

T Late December I treated my four full colonies and the 5-frame 
Nuc with Oxalic Acid solution using the drizzle technique. 

Now that was an experience! The Nuc and the one “nice” 
tempered colony behaved as they "should" but the remaining 
three responded aggressively to the treatment and chased me 
around. 

Some might say that I’ve likely got three queen-less hives, 
however, I’m not 100% sure and there are two reasons for that: (1) 
These three colonies never had the best temperaments anyway 
and (2) I completely opened their hive exposing them to the 
winter elements and, from the bees perspective, I’m a potential 
robber. As unpleasant as it was, the response is understandable. 
Perhaps this is over-humanising things, but I saw it as if a giant 
suddenly ripped off our roof and attic, removing all our heat and 
started pouring liquid purposely on the family while we’re having 
dinner! Can’t say I’d be too impressed, even if it was supposed to 
be for my own good. Maybe I do have one or more queen-less 
hives, but I will have to wait until Spring’s first inspection to 
discover the facts. 

Two weeks later I went to check the Varroa drop. As I pulled the 
boards out of my three hives, everything flopped onto the 
ground, landing in wet mud. (my second-hand hive doesn’t have a 
varroa board and I forgot to get one!) As a result, I have no clue as 
to the drop count. 

Immediately after I’d failed at checking the Verroa mite levels, 
one of the allotment holders told me he was concerned my bees 
were making a nest in his empty hops’ bags. I reassured him that 
they weren’t making a nest at this time of year but went to 
investigate all the same. The sacks previously contained brewery 
waste hops which he was using to enrich the soil on his plot. 

Even on a morning when it was only 4ºC, the bees were flying in 
and out of these bags. When I put my hand in, there was a fair bit 
of water from previous rains and it was quite warm in the folded 
layers. It didn’t take long to see the bee line that was formed and 
how many bees were actually present. I’m not sure why bees are 
bypassing a pond, swamp and unlimited puddles, to go for this 
warm, hoppy water. Maybe it’s got some residual sugars, trace 
minerals, or do they just like beer? It really is a mystery to me… 

Denali Enns 
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All in a month 

SUTTON COLDFIELD 
EFB. Been there, done that, don’t want the t-
shirt. 

This was a heartfelt talk by Christine Clifton on a 
colony of bees that became infected with EFB 
(European Foul Brood) in the spring of 2019. It 
was saddening to hear how a beekeeper with 20 
years’ experience was left feeling devastated 
when a colony of bees she had looked after for 
many years had to be destroyed. Christine gave 
an overview of what had happened and offered 
advice to other beekeepers. 

Christine Clifton has taught a number of 
beekeepers around the north Birmingham area, 
including myself, when I attended a winter course over 10 years ago. 

Her account of what happened started in April 2019, when she received an email from 
the Bee Inspector informing her an EFB incident had been recorded not far from her 
apiary site. The inspector also stated that he wanted to inspect her bees and that he 
wanted to arrange a time and date for a site visit. 

The apiary site was in a large garden with woodland at the rear. It wasn’t at Christine’s 
home but an out apiary, which belonged to someone who had wanted bees. Christine 
has kept bees at this location for many years. Both Christine and the owner were 
seriously concerned on hearing about a notifiable disease. Christine had told the owner 
of the situation and that an inspector would call. 

The bee inspector came, and the weather was terrible, heavy rain all day. The 
inspection still went ahead with the inspector and Christine having to use golf 
umbrellas while inspecting the colonies. Using a lateral flow device, they confirmed the 
presence of EFB and, for further confirmation, a sample was sent to the NBU for 
analysis. A second colony at the site was also checked and was given the all clear but a 
sample from this hive was also sent to the NBU for a second opinion. 

A standstill order was issued - Christine couldn’t move any of the hives, bees or remove 
honey, etc. The Bee inspector confirmed that the affected colony would be destroyed 
and so a date for this was set. 

On the day the Inspector helped Christine dig the pit, they placed some heavy-duty 

Christine Clifton talks about 

her experience with EFB 
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plastic under the floor and made a reservoir. After it had gone dark, and all the bees 
were in, petrol was poured into the hive killing them all. 

Subsequently they burnt all the combs, bees and the honey. The bee inspector then 
scorched the hive and other equipment that could be salvaged. 

Christine was given paperwork confirming the facts as well as paperwork that would 
be required in order to make a claim against her BDI insurance. 

She was given the all clear on August 13th – five months after the call and after a 
further inspection. Christine’s apiaries will be inspected again yearly for the next two 
years. 

Christine’s advice in summary: 

 Register with bee base 

 Know the signs of disease 

 Implement apiary hygiene 

 Consider ‘What you would do?’ 

Christine also highlighted that we should think about what would happen if your 
colonies were to get a notifiable disease, especially if you have an out apiary, say 
perhaps at a garden centre or at an allotment site. Consider having to explain to 
others why a bee inspector has dug a hole on their grounds and is burning comb and 
honey inside. 

Jitesh Patel 

RUGBY 
Well, we were certainly kept wide awake and warm on the cold January night, amused 
and laughing with our speaker, Paul Hand. Paul was there to share with us his 
Bumblebee keeping experience over time, starting from the young age of 4 years old. 

It is a strange situation when you smile and laugh with the audience throughout a talk 
but gain so much information in the process. Paul, an experienced Beekeeper also, has 
the gift and ability to teach and entertain and delivered this talk with nothing less than 
superb storytelling skills. We certainly hope he will speak to the Branch again and 
share with us one his experience in one of his many subject matters. 

Please remember the AGM is approaching us next month. There will be spaces 
available in the committee and we are always excited to welcome new members who 
would like to support the Branch. Should you or someone you know, have interest in 
supporting any of the posts, please reach out to Martin before the AGM. 

Gail Plester 
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The month continued... 

NUNEATON & ATHERSTONE 
For our first meeting of the New Year, we were fortunate to have Noel Parker, 
recently retired Seasonal Bee Inspector, deliver an interesting, informative and 
most entertaining presentation on the topic of “Keeping Them Healthy”. 

Noel began by identifying key criteria for keeping a healthy stock of bees which 
featured: good hygiene, gentle handling, a good site and good husbandry. 

Noel recommended all present to download, read and understand the “Managing 
Varroa” book, available from the NBU website. The e- book contains a wealth of 
information and advice, including the benefits of 
carrying out an artificial swarm as a good, chemical-
free method of varroa control. 

It was interesting to hear that deformed wing virus 
has been present in colonies of bees since the time of 
the Vikings, but its frequency has increased in more 
recent years due to varroa acting as vectors for its 
spread. It is important to monitor the extent of varroa 
infestation and Noel detailed methods for assessing 
the extent of their unwelcome presence as well as the 
range of treatments available. Other issues to look 
out for are the presence of parasitic mites and bald 
brood, which also appears to be on the increase. 

Helpful advice on the frequency, identification and 
treatment of both American and European foul brood 
was given and this was followed by a lively question 
and answer session. 

Many thanks to Noel for his presentation and we wish him well in all that life has to 
offer during his retirement. Hopefully, he will now have time be able to 
concentrate upon his own stocks instead of dealing with the problems of others. 

John Twidle 
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BIRMINGHAM & DISTRICT 
The Second Day – Honeybee Dissection Course 

On Sunday, I was quite excited to attend the Honeybee 
Dissection Course at Eathorpe Village Hall. Under the 
guidance of Barry Meatyard (lead), Alan Deeley, Stuart 
Roberts, David Blower, Celia Davis and Jane Medwell. 

In such a beautiful village hall (with ample sockets to plug everything in!), we learnt 
how to set a bee in wax to be held in place while dissecting the abdomen, and how to 
cut open the abdomen. We also learned how to find the rectum (full of bee poop), 
honey crop, stomach, kidneys, and venom sack. 

We even conducted a successful dissection to check for acarine mites in the trachea 
of the bee and made a Varroa mite slide. The glass slide having a slight meniscus to 
accommodate a bulkier specimen, one placed dorsal and the other ventral. 

Another one was a pollen slide from honey, so I could clearly see what my bees have 
been feeding on. This would have been a much easier process if we had a centrifuge 
to hand! 

We were shown how to ring slides (a process of sealing down the cover slip on the 
slide) and were able to try it, which I think is a process you may be happy with after 
only the 100th attempt! 

Sarah and Andrew made a slide of a bee sting; it was amazing to see the barbs and it 
really did look like the weapon beekeepers occasionally experience! 

Barry prepared samples of things we could look at, along with wax trays to set our 
bees in, notes and handouts, and was even able to get my USB microscope to work 
too! 

I thoroughly enjoyed my day and would like to thank all of the above for supporting 
us so well throughout the day! 

Sam Walker 
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COVENTRY 
Work has continued on the new training 
apiary site. The permanent positions for 
the hives have been established and the 
colonies have been moved. A set of ten, 
metal hive stands have been ordered 
from a local blacksmith, which will be 
galvanised so are expected to last for 
years with no maintenance. 

The new sheds were delivered and are now located on the site awaiting 
erection. What looks like a spell of cold, dry weather will help us get that work 
done. 

The January winter meeting was well attended, with over 30 members coming 
to listen to experienced beekeeper, Celia Davis, give an excellent talk on 
‘Feeding Bees’. 

Celia spoke about the nutritional requirements of the bees as well as the 
mechanics of feeding them, stressing the importance of multi-floral pollen. 
Pollen from different plants is quite different in its composition therefore bees, 
to get all the required vitamins and essential amino acids, MUST get pollen from 
a variety of flowers. 

This was a fascinating talk followed by a dynamic discussion afterwards with 
many questions and comments. 

The next winter meeting takes place on Monday 17th February at 7.30pm. This 
will be the Branch AGM followed by an update and discussion about the new 
branch training apiary. 

Dave Bonner 

The month continued... 

Sheds waiting to be erected 
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SOLIHULL 
During the last month, winter varroa treatment has been placed in our hives, 
followed by a quick check in the hives to see if a supplement of fondant was needed 
for a top up. Cleaning and assessing our equipment for the coming year is also 
ongoing, in preparation for the start of a new season. A few sunny, milder days are 
with us now and our bees will be taking their cleansing flights and also taking 
advantage of the early spring flowers which are appearing. 

The branch’s New Year meal at the ‘Fieldhouse Inn’ was a very jolly affair, and many 
of us retold our ‘bee stories’ of the past year. 

Our ‘Introduction to Bee Keeping’ course has just started, on the 24th of January. 
This 8 week course is a very rewarding and interesting introduction to beekeeping, 
hosted by our most knowledgeable members. Our course is held at the Dorridge 
Methodist Church weekly at 7:30pm, with 14 people already signed up. If you would 
like to join, don’t hesitate - there are still spaces available, simply reach out to our 
branch secretary.  

Desy Hall 

SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR 
The branch’s Second Monday meeting was, as usual, at The Cherington Arms in 
Cherington. For this meeting, we held a ‘Bring and Buy’ sale of mainly used 
equipment with Douglas Nethercleft as our host. 

The main contributors of the sale were David Peckham, Ian Haycock and Douglas. 
Between the three of them, they had such a large assortment of unusual items, that 
some items could definitely carry the title of ‘Collectors’ item’. 

David had some Smiths equipment for 
sale, and still does I believe! On the other 
hand, Ian had brought a contraption for 
holding the hive together during 
transport involving two metal plates with 
chain and tighteners drawing them tight. 

It turned out to be more of a social event 
which made a pleasant change, especially 
in the Cherington Arms which is owned 
and run by Chef Jean Michel, Tracey and 
family, (as recommended by us for its 
food and beer)! 

Tim Newcombe 
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How do we know the Queen Bee is Female? 
By Mike Townsend 

In 1609, the scientist and beekeeper Charles Butler spend his hours observing 
the King bee laying eggs. It wasn’t until thirty years later, that Jan Swammerdam 
settled the question of the sex of bees and the world of male beekeepers had to 
come to terms with the fact that most honeybees were indeed female, and the 
important ‘King’ bee was in fact a Queen! 

An assistant in the early world of scientific discovery of honeybees was the glass 
walled observation hive. Today, they remain an important way of observing the 
behaviour of bees and a popular way of sharing beekeeper’s fascination and 
enthusiasm for them with others. 

Even carefully entering their citadel may disturb their normal behaviour, making 
us unable to truly observe. Undisturbed in an observation hive, means we can 
see the various dances performed on the floor near the entrance to the hive; the 
food sharing behaviour to work out the hives nutritional needs; their behaviour 
around the queen; and so much more. 

The value of observation hives in informing visitors of the importance of 
honeybees and allowing them to observe their fascinating behaviour was 
recognised by the Warwickshire County Museum and Warwickshire beekeepers 
more than eighty years ago. It has remained as one of the few of observation 

Jon Radley, Curator of Natural 
Sciences and Collections Manager 
Laura McCoy with Michael 
Townsend (Warwick and 
Leamington Branch) who has 
looked after the bees at the 
Market Place Museum, for some 
20 years of its 80-year history. 
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hives in the country with bees all year around. It has also been enjoyed for such a 
long time that, current grandparents, accompanied by their grandchildren, 
return today to the same hive they themselves first visited as children. The 
observation hive has been cared for by Warwick and Leamington beekeepers 
throughout the eighty years and, in recent years, with some involvement of the 
suitably trained museum staff. 

The renamed museum, now known as The Market Hall, has the observation hive 
in a new setting on the first floor close to a model bronze age village with an 
adjacent display showing the importance of bees at that time, for example, the 
use of beeswax in casting of metal. 

Beekeepers like tradition, so we love to celebrate the fact Warwickshire 
Beekeepers did not embrace the changes to local government which means The 
Market Hall Museum, The Market Place, Warwick continues thriving as ‘our’ 
museum, well worth a visit particularly on a wet day when we cannot engage 
with our own bees. 

Mike Townsend 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdtkhViIKzBFqRc-W1j2ipwyiGk_FcZ_Nr1I--_9UwAhDKbgA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdtkhViIKzBFqRc-W1j2ipwyiGk_FcZ_Nr1I--_9UwAhDKbgA/viewform
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The Beekeeping Event of the Year! 

20+ Lectures 

‘Swarming – what, why and what matters?’ by Jane Medwell 

‘The database of pollinator interactions ‘ by Nicholas Balfour 
‘The craft of bee hunting’ by Tom Seely 

Many more… 

50+ Workshops & Seminars 
Honeycomb Cosmetics 

Honey Bee Genetics and Breeding + more! 

BBKA Funded Research Session on Friday 

Large Trade Show (Saturday) 

Not for Profit Exhibitors Friday and Saturday 

Excellent facilities; great value catering and accommodation available 

Tickets 

Full Day or Three-Day tickets In Advance £12 to £26 (On the Day £15 - £30). 

Trade Show Only - £5 on-the-day from the Faccenda Reception. 

All participants must wear a wristband for admission.  Website wristband 

bookings close 24 March. Thereafter wristbands can be purchased at the 

Convention Reception. 

Plan and have a great visit! 
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

Several Smith and National  hives for sale. 

Some in great condition and others in 

need of TLC. 

CAVEAT EMPTOR 

Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any goods or services ad-
vertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or on the  website. Anyone purchasing bees or nuclei should sat-
isfy themselves that they are disease free and that they are aware of the provenance of any queens. 

Contact David Peckham 

Shipston-on-Stour 

01608 663762 

dpeckham7@icloud.com 
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WBKA Committee 

President Peter Spencer 

T: 01926 856204 

Chairman David Blower 

T: 01608 685918 

E: chairman@wbka.org.uk 

Secretary Mike Blanco 

T: 01527 591855 

E: secretary@wbka.org.uk 

Treasurer Jan Willetts 

T: 0121 249 1965 

Examination Secretary Jane Medwell 

E: examsec@wbka.org.uk 

WB Editor Katerina Prokopiou 

E: wbeditor@wbka.org.uk 

Web Master Peter Barclay 

T: 02476 411275 

E: webmaster@wbka.org.uk 

Branch Secretaries 

Birmingham T: 07708 031926 E: bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk  

Coventry T: 02476 411275 E: cbka.secretary@wbka.org.uk  

Nuneaton T: 01827 880689 E: jandl.twidle@gmail.com 

Rugby T: 07486 508079 E: secretary@rugbybeekeepers.org 

Shipston T: 07506 086133  E: secretary.shipston@wbka.org.uk 

Solihull T: 0121 7041731 E: solihull.beekeepers@gmail.com 

Sutton Coldfield T: 0121 3549451 E: secretary.sutton@wbka.org.uk 

Warwick & Leamington T: 01926 316192 E: secretary@warleambees.org.uk 

Bee Inspectors 

Seasonal (Apr - Sept only) 

Colleen Reichling T: 07990 138898 

Gordon Bull T: 07867 351626 

Regional 

Colin Pavey T: 07775 119471 

BDI Representatives 

WBKA Representative 

Julian Routh T: 0121 3545956 

Director & Claims Manager 

Bernard Diaper T: 07711 456932 

Copy Date for next Issue 21 February 2020 


